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A quantitative study of the effect of flow-distributor geometry
in the cathode of a PEM fuel cell
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Abstract

An isothermal three-dimensional model describing mass, momentum and species transfer in the cathode of a proton exchange membrane
fuel cell has been used to study four different flow-distributors: interdigitated, coflow and counterflow channels, and a foam. A quantitative
comparison of the results shows that the interdigitated channels can sustain the highest current densities, followed in descending order by
the foam, the counterflow and the coflow channels. The foam yields the most uniform current density distribution at higher currents, but care
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. Introduction

In view of ever increasing levels of environmental pollu-
ion and thus a desire to replace the fossil-fuel-based economy
ith a cleaner alternative, the fuel cell has in recent years
ecome a prime candidate as a power source for transport
nd stationary applications. The potential use of fuel cells
anges from distributed power sources and portable applica-
ions, such as laptops[1] or even for the future dismounted
oldier[2], to vehicles.

One such type of cell is the proton exchange membrane
uel cell (PEMFC), a schematic representation of which is
hown inFig. 1. The basic cell consists of two porous elec-
rodes, termed the anode and the cathode, separated by a
roton conducting membrane. The porous electrodes are
ade of a composite material, containing carbon cloth and
hydrophobic agent, such as polytetrafluorethylene. Each

lectrode has a thin layer containing an electrocatalyst, such
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as platinum, that is dispersed on the carbon cloth an
in contact with the membrane, usually a hydrated per
rinated sulfonic acid polymer. In addition a bipolar pla
essentially graphite into which flow and cooling chan
have been machined, is situated adjacent to each elec
In the course of operation, an oxidant, usually oxygen f
air which is either dry or humidified to some extent, is
at the inlet on the cathode side and transported to the
trolyte/cathode interface; the fuel on the other hand, norm
hydrogen, is fed at the anode inlet and is transported t
electrolyte/anode interface. The reactions occurring at
interfaces are then

2H2 → 4H+ + 4e− at the anode, (1)

O2 + 4H+ → 2H2O at the cathode, (2)

which are termed the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR)
the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), respectively. Thus
protons produced at the anode are transported throug
membrane to the cathode, whilst the electrons can dr
load through an external circuit.
ark Road, #01-01 The Capricorn, Singapore Science Park II, Singapore
17528, Singapore.

In recent years, a number of mathematical models have
been developed in an attempt to understand the phenomena

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

A area (m2)
A integration constant for asymptotic solution
Ai0 volumetric exchange current density (A m−3)
B transformation tensor
B integration constant for asymptotic solution
c molar concentration (mol m−3)
D diffusion tensor (m2 s−1)
D̃ij diffusion coefficients for molar diffusive flux

relative to a molar-averaged velocity (m2 s−1)
Dij diffusion coefficients for mass diffusive flux

relative to a mass-averaged velocity (m2 s−1)
Dij binary Maxwell–Stefan diffusion coefficients

(m2 s−1)
D effective oxygen permeability in the agglom-

erates (mol m−1 s−1)
�p pressure drop (N m−2)
ex, ey, ez coordinate vectors
E potential (V)
F Faraday’s constant (As mol−1)
F nucleus effectiveness factor for the agglomer-

ate model
h height (m)
H relative humidity
i current density (A m−2)
〈iv〉 volume current density (A m−3)
I dimensionless current density
K permeability tensor (m2)
L length (m)
M mean molecular mass (kg mol−1)
M dimensionless mean molecular mass
Mi molecular mass of speciesi (kg mol−1)
Mi dimensionless molecular mass of speciesi
n number of electrons consumed in the ORR per

oxygen molecule
n unit vector in the normal direction
ni mass flux of speciesi (kg m−2 s−1)
p pressure (N m−2)
P power density (W m−2)
r radius of agglomerate nucleus (m)
R gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
Re Reynolds number
S denominator for transformation of diffusion

coefficients (m2 s−1)
t unit vector in the tangential direction
T temperature (K)
v velocity (m s−1)
V volume of the representative elementary vol-

ume (m3)
w width (m)
wi mass fraction of speciesi

W transformation tensor
xi molar fraction of speciesi
X,Y dimensionless coordinates
X transformation tensor

Greek
α coefficient for water transport by electro-

osmosis in the membrane
αr cathodic transfer coefficient for the ORR
γ porosity
δij Kronecker delta
� = 1/(Reσ2) dimensionless parameter for asymptotic

solution
ζi dimensionless fraction of speciesi for asymp-

totic solution
η overpotential (V)
κ permeability (m2)
µ dynamic viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)
ξ stoichiometry
ρ density (kg m−3)
σ = hf /L dimensionless number
σstd standard deviation for current density (A m−2)
Υ parameter for current density expression
� general tensor
Φ = (2 + 4α)MH2O −MO2 dimensionless number
Ω =Λ/σ dimensionless number

Subscripts
0 equilibrium (reference)
a active layer
cell cell
p porous backing
pol polymer electrolyte in the active layer
f flow channel
H2O water
O2 oxygen
N2 nitrogen
avg average

Superscripts
cat catalytic region
g gas
in inlet
out outlet
ref reference
vap vaporization

Miscellaneous symbols
〈〉 superficial average
〈〉(g) intrinsic average
[] scale
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a proton e

occurring in a PEM fuel cell. Since a complete fuel cell model
would have to address mass, momentum, species and hea
transfer in gas and liquid phases in a three-dimensional geom-
etry, as well as the electrokinetics for the ORR and HOR,
most models choose to focus on only some of these aspects
at a time. The first models to appear were one-dimensional
followed by two-dimensional; see[3] for a list of these
models. Lately three-dimensional models, based on compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD), have also begun to appear
[4–18]. The main differences between the 3D models are
the flow-distributors they study, whether or not multiphase
flow is modelled and whether or not a uniform tempera-
ture is assumed throughout the cell. Most of these three-
dimensional CFD models consider one-phase flow conditions
[4–6,8–12,15,17,18], i.e. only take the gas-phase into account
in the flow fields and porous backings. While this is a valid
approximation, provided the cell temperature is sufficiently
high and the partial pressure of the water vapor remains below
the saturation value, water vapor tends to condense in the cell
and form a liquid phase, especially at higher current densities.
Berning et al.[4] and Zhou and Liu[5] developed models to
predict the local behaviour of species, temperature and cur-
rent density in a PEM fuel cell equipped with parallel flow
channels; Berning et al.[4] later used theirs for a parameter
study of operational, geometric and material properties[6].
An extension by Berning and Djilali[7] to account for the
l sat-
u e
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iquid water phase allowed for predictions of the liquid
ration distribution in the cell. Dutta et al.[8] examined th
xchange membrane fuel cell.

t
erformance of the PEM fuel cell for straight channels w
nd without the porous backings as well as the water tran

hrough the membrane. The model was later applied by D
t al.[9] to elucidate the impact of serpentine flow chan
n cell performance. The model by Jen et al.[10] was used

o predict cell performance with straight channels. Ku
nd Reddy[11] examined the impact of geometrical featu
uch as channel width, depth and shape for serpentine
elds on cell performance and later also porous metal fo
12], for which they observed a more uniform current d
ity distribution compared to a multi-parallel channel fl
eld design. Lee et al.[13] extended the model develop
y Shimpalee and Dutta[14] to study serpentine flow field

ncluding experimental validation for the overall water b
nce. Mazumder and Cole derived both a gas-phase[15] and
multi-phase model[16] to predict cell performance an

mount of liquid water. Senn and Poulikakos[17] found tha
porous foam led to improved mass transfer and highe
erformance compared to straight and serpentine flow c
els. Shimpalee and Dutta[14] developed a model to stu
arious parameters, such as species and temperature
utions for straight channels. The interdigitated flow cha
esign was compared with straight channels by Um and W

18], who found that the interdigitated can sustain a hig
ass-transport limited current density than the straight c
els. More complex flow field distributors have also b
tudied, such as the alternative flow field design compr
ree network channels[19]. Based on a ID model, Senn a
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Poulikakos[19] found that the tree network structure can sus-
tain higher currents than a parallel flow field design, provided
that the fuel cell is designed in a shape that is reminiscent of
a double-staircase.

To extend the work on three-dimensional modelling, we
have conducted a quantitative comparison of the performance
of four common flow-distributors: parallel channels, run in
both coflow and counterflow, interdigitated channels and a
porous distributor, such as a foam; comparison is carried out
with respect both to cell performance and current density
uniformity over the catalytic layer. To limit the computa-
tional requirements, we assume that the anode side is run
at such conditions that it is able to fully sustain any current
created at the cathode, i.e. a fully moisturized anode that is
run at high stoichiometry. In addition, we assume that suffi-
cient cooling is provided to keep the cathode isothermal, a
not unreasonable preliminary assumption in view of the tem-
perature distributions obtained by[4,14], who show that the
temperature only varies by a couple of degrees in the cathode.
These assumptions enable us then to consider isothermal,
three-component, gas-phase, three-dimensional laminar flow
in the flow-distributor and adjacent porous backing on the
cathode side only.

The mathematical model, consisting of mass, momentum
and species transport equations, as well as the geometries of
the flow-distributors considered, are introduced in Section2.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the flow-distributors considered: (a) parallel channels,
which can be run in coflow or counterflow; (b) interdigitated flow channels;
(c) foam.

Fig. 2c, in contrast to the channel based flow-distributors,
which contain ‘dead’ zones between the channels. Note
that we consider inlets and outlets of the same size as
for (a–c), even though a flow field comprising a porous
medium can be operated with continuous inlets and out-
lets. The difference in pressure drop and cell performance
between the inlet and outlet configuration chosen here and
a continuous counterpart is negligible due to the length
to width aspect ratioL/wf � 1 (seeTable 1);

(e) serpentine flow channels, comprising one long channel
with many passes over the porous backing;

(f) a combination of some of the above, e.g. (a and e),
(b and e).

We focus here on (a–d).

2.2. Governing equations

2.2.1. Flow channels
In the flow channels, we solve for the momentum and

continuity of mass, given by

∇ · (ρv) = 0, (3)

∇ · (ρv ⊗ v) = −∇
(

p + 2

3
µ ∇ · v

)

w
t nary
g e

∇

e focus also on how a rather detailed agglomerate m
or the electrochemical aspects of the active layer, de
y [20], can be simply implemented into the present for

ation. Details of the numerical solver used, CFX-4.4[21],
ollowed by its verification against an asymptotic solut
btained previously[3] are given in Section3. The result

rom different flow-distributors are then compared and
ussed in Section4. We finish with conclusions in Section5.

. Model description

.1. Flow-distributor geometry

The electrochemical reactions that occur at the active
rs depend on a sufficiently fast transport of reactants to
roducts away from, the active sites so as to limit con

ration overpotentials. Towards this end, the bipolar pl
ontain grooved channels, which can take a number o
erent shapes. Amongst the most common designs toda

a) parallel channels, with only one pass over the poro
backing, run in coflow, as shown inFig. 2a;

b) parallel channels, with only one pass over the poro
backing, run in counterflow, as shown inFig. 2a;

c) interdigitated channels, where channels are terminat
in order to force the flow into the porous backing,
Fig. 2b;

d) a porous material, such as a foam; here, the entire surf
of the porous backing is in contact with the gas flow,
+∇ · (µ((∇v) + (∇v)T)), (4)

herev is the velocity,ρ the density,p the pressure andµ is
he dynamic viscosity. The transport equations for the ter
as mixture, comprising oxygen, water and nitrogen, ar

·
(

ρv

(
wO2

wH2O

))
= ∇ ·

(
ρD

[
∇wO2

∇wH2O

])
, (5)
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Table 1
Base-case parameters

Physical parameters
γb 0.3
γ f 0.99
DO2,H2O 3.98× 10−5 m2 s−1 at 363 K, 1 atm[20]
DO2,N2 2.95× 10−5 m2 s−1 at 363 K, 1 atm[20]
DH2O,N2 4.16× 10−5 m2 s−1 at 363 K, 1 atm[20]
E0 1.18 V
MO2 3.2× 10−2 kg mol−1

MH2O 1.8× 10−2 kg mol−1

MN2 2.8× 10−2 kg mol−1

κp 10−12 m2

κf 10−10 m2

µ 1.812× 10−5 kg m−1 s−1

F 96487 As mol−1

α 0.3
R 8.314 J mol−1 K−1

[M] 10−2 kg mol−1

[ρ] 1.0 kg m−3

p
vap
H2O 4.7× 104 N m−2 [27]

Operating conditions
pout 1 atm
L 0.1 m
Hin 30%
T 80◦C (353 K)
hf 10−3 m
hp 3× 10−4 m
w1

f 5× 10−4 m
w 2× 10−3 m

Agglomerate model parameters
r 5× 10−7 m
�r 0.78
Ai0 3× 103 Am−3

D 10−11 mol m−1 s−1

ha 10−5 m
γa 0.3
γpol 0.3
n 4
cref

O2
6.2 mol m−3 atH= 30%, 1 atm and 353 K

1wf corresponds to the half-width of the flow channels or inlet for the foam
in the computational domains due to symmetry conditions.

wherewO2 andwH2O are the mass fractions of oxygen and
water andD is the diffusion tensor.

2.2.2. Porous backing/foam
For porous regions, we have to define superficial and

intrinsic properties. Superficial averages are defined as

〈�〉 ≡ 1

V

∫
V

� dV, (6)

and intrinsic, as

〈�〉(g) ≡ 1

V (g)

∫
V

�V, (7)

whereV is the total volume of the representative elemen-
tary volume (REV) andV(g) is the volume of the gas in
the REV. With the porosity,γ =V(g)/V the two averages are

related through

〈�〉 = γ〈�〉(g). (8)

Conservation of mass and momentum is given, respectively,
by

∇ · (〈ρ〉(g) 〈v〉) = 0, (9)

∇ · (〈ρ〉(g) 〈v〉 ⊗ 〈v〉) + µK−1 · 〈v〉

= −∇
(

〈p〉(g) + 2

3

µ

γ
∇ · 〈v〉

)

+∇ ·
(

µ

γ
(∇ 〈v〉 + (∇ 〈v〉)T)

)
, (10)

whereK is the permeability tensor.
The species transport equations are described by

∇ ·
(

〈ρ〉(g) 〈v〉
( 〈

wO2

〉(g)〈
wH2O

〉(g)

))

= ∇ ·
(

〈ρ〉(g)γ〈D〉(g)

[
∇〈wO2

〉(g)

∇〈wH2O
〉(g)

])
, (11)

where〈D〉(g) is the total mass diffusion tensor, containing
contributions from an intrinsic effective mass diffusion tensor
a ore
d

2

2
ity

a

i

f

2
am-

w zero,
c the
c

p

nd an intrinsic hydrodynamic dispersion tensor. For a m
etailed discussion of these, see[3].

.3. Boundary conditions

.3.1. Inlet
At the inlet (seeFig. 3), we prescribe the normal veloc

nd the gas composition for the channel distributors:

v · ex = U in, v · ey = v · ez = 0, wO2 = win
O2

,

wH2O = win
H2O; (12)

n addition, for the counterflow-distributor, we require

v · ex = −U in, v · ey = v · ez = 0, wO2 = win
O2

,

wH2O = win
H2O, (13)

or the second channel (seeFig. 3b);
For the foam:

〈v〉 · ex = U in, 〈v〉 · ey = 〈v〉 · ez = 0,〈
wO2

〉(g) = win
O2

,
〈
wH2O

〉(g) = win
H2O. (14)

.3.2. Outlet
At the outlet, we specify the pressure and the stre

ise gradients of the velocities and species are set to
orresponding to fully developed flow conditions. For
hannels:

= pout, (15)
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the computational unit cells: (a) parallel channels run in coflow; (b) parallel channels run in counterflow; (c) interdigitated channels; (d)
foam.

(ex · ∇)(v · ey) = 0, (16)

(ex · ∇)(v · ez) = 0, (17)

ex · ∇wO2 = ex · ∇wH2O = 0; (18)

correspondingly, for the foam:

〈p〉(g) = pout, (19)

(ex · ∇)(〈v〉 · ey) = 0, (20)

(ex · ∇)(〈v〉 · ez) = 0, (21)

ex · ∇〈wO2

〉(g) = ex · ∇〈wH2O
〉(g) = 0. (22)

2.3.3. Walls
At the walls of the channels, we specify no-slip, no normal

flow and no componental flux:

v = 0, (23)

n · ∇wO2 = n · ∇wH2O = 0, (24)

wheren is the unit normal to a wall. In the porous backing and
foam, zero shear stress, no normal flow and no componental
flux conditions are applied; these are, respectively

(n · ∇)(〈v〉 · t) = 0, (25)

n · 〈v〉 = 0, (26)

n

w

2
ll of

p -
p see
F the
f

(

n · 〈v〉 = 0, (29)

n · ∇〈wO2

〉(g) = n · ∇〈wH2O
〉(g) = 0; (30)

correspondingly, for the channels:

(n · ∇)(v · t) = 0, (31)

n · v = 0, (32)

n · ∇wO2 = n · ∇wH2O = 0. (33)

2.3.5. Channel/porous backing interface
At the interface between the porous backing and the flow

channels, we couple the pointwise velocities, normal and
shear stresses in the plain fluid (flow channels) with their
superficial counterparts in the porous medium. The mass frac-
tions and fluxes of oxygen and water are continuous across
the interface.

2.3.6. Active region/porous backing interface
The active region in the cathode is sufficiently thin to allow

us to treat it as a boundary condition for the porous backing.
Using Faraday’s Law, the mass fluxes of oxygen and water
can be found as〈
nO2

〉 · ey = −MO2 〈i〉 · ey

4F
, (34)

〈
w t
o oton,
M t
d city
f ulti-
c

〈

· ∇〈wO2

〉(g) = n · 〈∇wH2O
〉(g) = 0, (27)

heret is the unit tangent to a wall.

.3.4. Symmetry conditions
The flow-distributors considered in this paper are a

eriodic character, seeFig. 2, allowing us to reduce the com
utational domain for each by introducing unit cells,
ig. 3, with the appropriate symmetry conditions. For

oam and porous backing:

n · ∇)(〈v〉 · t) = 0, (28)
nH2O
〉 · ey = (1 + 2α)MH2O 〈i〉 · ey

2F
, (35)

here
〈
nO2

〉
and

〈
nH2O

〉
are the mass fluxes,α the amoun

f water dragged through the membrane with each pr
i the molecular mass of speciesi, 〈i〉 the superficial curren
ensity andF is Faraday’s constant. The superficial velo

rom the reaction can be derived from the theory of m
omponent mass transfer as

ρ〉(g) 〈v〉 · ey

〈i〉 · ey

4F
((2 + 4α)MH2O − MO2). (36)
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2.4. Constitutive relations

Assuming an ideal gas, the gas density can be found from

ρ = pM

RT
, (37)

where M = (wO2/MO2 + wH2O/MH2O + wN2/MN2)−1 is
the mean molecular mass,R the universal gas constant andT
is the temperature. The mass fraction of nitrogen is given by

wN2 = 1 − wO2 − wH2O. (38)

We note here that the molar fractionsxi are related to the
mass fractionswi by

xi = wiM

Mi

. (39)

Furthermore, in the most general case, the dynamic viscos-
ity, µ, is also a function of the composition, but for simplicity
it is considered constant in this paper. The corresponding con-
stitutive properties in the porous backing and foam are the
same, but based on intrinsic values.

An expression for the diffusion tensor[22] can be found
from the diffusion coefficients̃Dij for the molar diffusion
flux, relative to a molar-averaged velocity frame, as

D
D (x D + (1 − x )D )

D

D

D

S

w ef-
fi e to
t n is
r

D

B

X

W

w o
O
T or-
r

D

The cross terms in the diffusion tensorD are around one to
two orders of magnitude lower for the operating parameters
in this study than the diagonal terms, allowing us to neglect
their contributions, whence

D =
[

D11 0

0 D22

]
. (50)

In the porous media, i.e. in the foam and porous backing, we
apply a Bruggeman correlation for the superficial effective
mass diffusion tensor:

〈D〉 = γ3/2D. (51)

The permeabilities of the porous backing and foam are taken
to be isotropic

K = κδij, (52)

whereκ is the permeability.

2.5. Electrokinetics and the active layer

An expression is still required for the current density〈i〉·ey

given in equation(36). A novel feature of this paper is to
implement an expression from an agglomerate model derived
by Jaouen et al.[20], and subsequently validated experimen-
t ite
t oses,
t r can
b ther
d

a

〈

w in
t -

m〈
t -
t
f -
t

F

w

Υ

w er-
a oxy-
g us.
˜ 11 = O2,N2 O2 H2O,N2 O2 O2,H2O

S
, (40)

˜ 12 = xO2DH2O,N2(DO2,N2 −DO2,H2O)

S
, (41)

˜ 21 = xH2ODO2,N2(DH2O,N2 −DO2,H2O)

S
, (42)

˜ 22 = DH2O,N2(xH2ODO2,N2 + (1 − xH2O)DO2,H2O)

S
, (43)

= xO2DH2O,N2 + xH2ODO2,N2 + xN2DO2,H2O, (44)

hereDij are the binary Maxwell–Stefan diffusion co
cients. Since we use the mass diffusion flux relativ
he mass-averaged velocity, the following transformatio
equired:

= BWX−1D̃XW−1B−1, (45)

= δij − wi

(
1 − wnxj

xnwj

)
, (46)

= xiδij, i, j = 1, 2, (47)

= wiδij, i, j = 1, 2, (48)

hereδij is the Kronecker delta. Here,i, j = 1 correspond t
2, i, j = 2 correspond to H2O, andn = 3 corresponds to N2.
he binary Maxwell–Stefan diffusion coefficients are c
ected for pressure and temperature via[23]:

ij(T, p) = p0

p

(
T

T0

)3/2

Dij(T0, p0). (49)
ally [24]. Although [20] considers an active layer of fin
hickness, it is possible to demonstrate that, for our purp
he active layer need not be resolved explicitly, but rathe
e treated implicitly as a boundary condition. Some fur
etails are as follows.

The volumetric current density〈iv〉, given by [20], is
pproximated as

iv〉 = Ai0(1 − γpol)(1 − γa) exp

(
−αrF

RT
η

)
F

〈
cO2

〉(g)

cref
O2

,

(53)

hereAi0 is the volumetric exchange current density
he agglomerates,γpol the volume fraction of the poly

er electrolyte in the agglomerate nucleus,
〈
cO2

〉(g) =
wO2

〉(g)〈ρ〉(g)/MO2 the molar concentration of oxygen,αr
he cathodic transfer coefficient for the ORR,η the overpo
ential at the cathode (defined negative) andγa is the volume
raction of pores in the active layer.F is the nucleus effec
iveness factor, defined as

= 3

Υr

(
1

tanh(Υr)
− 1

Υr

)
, (54)

ith Υ given by

=
√

Ai0(1 − γpol) exp(−αrF
RT

η)

nFD
, (55)

hereD is an effective oxygen permeability in the agglom
tes,n the number of electrons consumed in the ORR per
en molecule andr is the radius of the agglomerate nucle
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This agglomerate model was validated by[24] for a small
PEM fuel cell with an area of 2 cm2 at conditions well above
the stoichiometric flow rate, allowing the cell there to be mod-
elled one-dimensionally, since concentration gradients in the
streamwise direction in the cathode could be neglected. In
this paper, however, the aim is to capture and study two- and
three-dimensional effects. The one-dimensional agglomerate
model can be used for this purpose by noting that the geome-
try of the active layer studied is slender, i.e. its thickness,ha,
is much smaller than its width (w) and breadth (L), implying
that only gradients in the normal direction in the active layer
will contribute to mass transfer; consequently, this allows us
to treat the active layer locally as one-dimensional. Although
we omit the details here, it is possible to show by scale analy-
sis that we will not have any gradients of oxygen in the normal
direction in the active layer, since the magnitude of the dif-
fusion coefficient in the agglomerates isO(10−13) m2 s−1,
as compared toO(10−5) m2 s−1 in the pores. The additional
approximation of reducing the active layer to a boundary
condition corresponds to an infinite effective proton conduc-
tivity in the active layer. The total current density is then given
locally by 〈i〉 · ey = 〈i〉 = 〈iv〉 ha.

Jaouen et al.[20] discerned four different regimes, where
the Tafel slope doubles or even quadruples, and subsequently
supplied the experimental validation to support these[24].
In regime 1, the active layer is controlled by Tafel kinet-
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3. Numerics and verification

A commercial computational fluid dynamics code, CFX-
4.4, based on finite volumes, was used to implement the
model outlined above. As can be seen inFig. 2, all of the flow-
distributors are periodic in the spanwise direction. Hence, a
representative computational unit cell, with symmetry bound-
ary conditions on both sides in the spanwise coordinate, can
be introduced. The unit cells for the distributors are chosen so
that the area of the active layer and the contact area between
the channels and porous backing are the same for all, with
the exception of the foam, which covers the entire porous
backing as depicted inFig. 3.

Using a structured mesh, each flow-distributor with porous
backing was resolved as follows:

(a) Parallel channels run in coflow: The channel contained
104 computational cells and the porous backing 2× 104

cells, giving a total of 3× 104 cells. Mesh indepen-
dence was assured by comparing with a mesh comprising
1.2× 105 cells and the difference was found to be∼1%
for the average current density.

(b) Parallel channels run in counterflow: The two channels
with 104 cells each and the porous backing with 4× 104

cells, giving a total of 6× 104 cells. Mesh indepen-
dence was assured by comparing with a mesh comprising
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cs and is first order in the oxygen concentration. Reg
displays a doubling of the Tafel slope, due to the ac

ayer being governed by Tafel kinetics and oxygen d
ion in the agglomerates, but still remains first-orde
he oxygen concentration. A doubling of the Tafel sl
s observed in the third regime, where the active la
s controlled by the Tafel kinetics, in addition to pro

igration. The oxygen dependence here is half-order.
nal regime, the fourth, shows a quadrupling of the T
lope, and is attributable to an active layer controlled
afel kinetics, proton migration and oxygen diffusion in
gglomerates. The oxygen dependence is half-order,
egime 3.

By assuming that we have no resistance to proton m
ion, we limit the validity of the expression to regimes
nd 2, i.e. to an active layer controlled by Tafel kin

cs at low overpotentials, and at higher overpotentials
afel kinetics coupled with oxygen diffusion resistance
he agglomerates. We are thus able to capture the
ling of the Tafel slope due to mass transfer limitati

n the agglomerates, although the doubling due to pr
igration resistance and a quadrupling of the slope ar
odelled.
Finally, we note that of more use, as regards judging

ell performance, than the overpotential,η, is the cell voltage
cell, where

= Ecell − E0, (56)

ndE0 is the equilibrium potential.
2× 105 cells and the difference was found to be∼1% for
the average current density.

(c) Interdigitated channels: The two channels with 104 cells
each and the porous backing with 4× 104, giving a tota
of 6× 104 cells. Mesh independence was assured
comparing with a mesh comprising 2× 105 cells and the
difference was found to be∼4% for the average curre
density. At higher currents, i.e.〈i〉 > 4 A cm−2, more than
6× 104 cells were necessary to resolve the flow in
porous backing. We did not pursue these higher cu
densities, however.

d) Foam: The foam and porous backing, each with 2× 104

cells, giving a total of 4× 104 cells. Mesh indepen
dence was assured by comparing with a mesh compr
1.6× 105 cells and the difference was found to be∼1%
for the average current density.

The computations, carried out on a 500 MHz Com
lphaserver with 3 GB RAM, required about 1–2 h for low
urrent densities and about 12 h for higher.

The numerical code was verified via asymptotic solut
3], who showed that for a slender two-dimensional geom
onsisting of a flow channel adjacent to the porous bac
losed form solutions could be found for∆ = 1/(Reσ2) � 1,
hereRe (=ρUinL/µ) is the Reynolds number, andσ = hf /L,
ith hf andL as the height and length of the flow-distribu
he geometry is depicted inFig. 4 in dimensional form. Fo

he asymptotic analysis, the governing equations are s
o thatX = x/L, Y = y/hf . For a current density which can
ritten non-dimensionally on the formI = 〈xO2

〉(g), where
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Fig. 4. The two-dimensional cathode with a flow-distributor above the
porous backing.

I = 〈i〉/[i] and [i] is the current density scale, the leading order
solution was found to be given by

A log

(
ζO2(X)(ΦζO2(0) + 1)

ζO2(0)(ΦζO2(X) + 1)

)

−(AΦ − B)

(
ζO2(X) − ζO2(0)

(ΦζO2(X) + 1)(ΦζO2(0) + 1)

)

= ΩX

4ρ0(0)(ΦζO2(0) + 1)
,

where

A = 1

MN2

(
(MH2O −MN2)

×
(

(2 + 4α)ζO2(0) + ζH2O(0)

ΦζO2(0) + 1

)
− 1

)
, (57)

B = 1

MN2

(
(MO2 −MN2) + (MH2O −MN2)

×
(

ΦζH2O(0) − (2 + 4α)

ΦζO2(0) + 1

))
, (58)

and

ζO2 = xO2 , (59)

w
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Fig. 5. Verification of the CFX-4.4 code. (—) Corresponds to analytical
solutions and markers are for the CFX-4.4 solutions; (+) water mass fraction;
(×) oxygen mass fraction.

2D calculation in CFX-4.4 were 2000. The mass fractions
obtained with CFX-4.4 agree well with the ones obtained
analytically.

4. Results and discussion

For each flow-distributor, simulations were carried out for
six different cell potentials, Ecell. However, rather than spec-
ifying the inlet velocity,Uin, we specify instead, as tends
to be the practice in experimental work with fuel cells, the
stoichiometry,ξ, which is defined by

ξ =
∫
Ain nin

O2
dA∫

Acat

〈
ncat

O2

〉
dA

= ρU inwin
O2

Ain

MO2/4F
∫
Acat 〈i〉 dA′ , (62)

wherenin
O2

and
〈
ncat

O2

〉
are the mass fluxes of oxygen into

the cathode and of the oxygen being consumed at the active
layer, respectively, andAcat and Ain are the total areas of
the active layer and the inlet. This formulation implies that
the inlet velocity is iterated for, its value depending on the
current density obtained at the catalytic layer on the previous
iteration. We also specify the relative humidity at the inlet,
Hin, given by

H

w ince
x e
i

x

M

ζH2O

= (1 + ΦζO2(X))ζH2O(0) + (2 + 4α)(ζO2(0) − ζO2(X))

ΦζO2(0) + 1
,

(60)

ith,Mi = Mi/[M],M = M/[M], where [M] is a molec-
lar weight scale,Ω = [i][M]

[ρ]U inFσ
andΦ = (2 + 4α)MH2O −

O2. For the agglomerate model applied here, we obtai
urrent density scale:

i] = Ai0(1 − γpol)(1 − γa) exp

(
−αrF

RT
η

)
F

ha[ρ]

cref
O2

[M]
,

(61)

henceI ≡ 〈xO2

〉(g) as required for the solution above.
Comparison, shown inFig. 5, was carried out in term

f mass fraction profiles along the cathode. All parame
rom the base case were used, seeTable 1, but with∆ = 960,
= 10−3 and Ω = 28.2. The number of cells used for t
in = xin
H2Opin

p
vap
H2O

, (63)

herepvap
H2O is the vapor pressure of water; furthermore, s

O2/xN2 = 21/79 andxO2 + xH2O + xN2 = 1, we have th
nlet compositions for a given relative humidity as

in
H2O = Hin p

vap
H2O

pin , xin
O2

= 1 − xin
H2O

1 + 79/21
. (64)
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Fig. 6. Polarization curves for the different flow-distributors at stoichiometry
ξ = 1.5, 3, 5: coflow channels (©), counterflow channels (�), interdigitated
channels (×), foam (+).

Consequently,xin
H2O andxin

O2
must also be updated at every

iteration.
Earlier work[25,26], albeit in 2D models, suggests that the

interdigitated design should be capable of yielding higher cur-
rent densities than either one of the straight channel designs
considered here. Also, we expect that either the foam or the
interdigitated channels give rise to the highest average cur-
rent densities, since the interdigitated design forces the flow
into the porous backing, whereas the foam covers the whole
surface of the porous backing. The foam has already been
shown to be more efficient in terms of higher current den-
sities and power density than serpentine flow channels[17].
Parallel channels run in counterflow might be expected to per-
form better than channels in coflow, as the former allows for
alternating inlets and outlets, thus providing for an increased
mass transfer in the spanwise direction. This is indeed the
case, as can be seen inFig. 6, where the polarization curves
for the stoichiometries 1.5, 3 and 5 are shown. The interdigi-
tated design allows for average current densities of 4 A cm−2

for cell potentials between 0.3 and 0.4 V, depending on stoi-
chiometry. Current densities ranging from 2 to 3.2 A cm−2 are
obtainable with the foam. The counterflow gives somewhat
higher current densities than the coflow design, especially for
the higher stoichiometry.

Fig. 7depicts the power density for the flow-distributors.
I −2
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Fig. 7. Power density,P, for the different flow-distributors at stoichiometry
ξ = 1.5, 3, 5: coflow channels (©), counterflow channels (�), interdigitated
channels (×), foam (+).

since uniformity is linked to catalyst utilization and degrada-
tion. As a measure of the uniformity, we compare the standard
deviation of the current density for each flow design,σstd,
defined by

σstd =
(

1

Acat

∫
Acat

(〈i〉 − 〈i〉avg)
2 dA′

)1/2

,

where

〈i〉avg = 1

Acat

∫
Acat

〈i〉 dA′, (65)

as illustrated inFig. 8. For all flow-distributors, the distribu-
tion becomes more uniform as the stoichiometry is increased.
At a stoichiometry of 1, all the oxygen that enters the cathode
would be consumed; by increasing the stoichiometry, the flow

F -
d
c

n the lower ranges of current density, 0–0.4 A cm, the
ower density is independent of the type of distributor u
s the current density is increased, differences betwee
ow designs become readily apparent, with the interdigit
ustaining the highest power densities, followed by the fo
he counterflow channels perform marginally better than
oflow channels.

The performance of a fuel cell is judged not only on
agnitude of current density that can be generated, bu
n the uniformity of the current distribution at the active la
ig. 8. Standard deviation of the current density,�std, for the different flow
istributors at stoichiometryξ = 1.5, 3, 5: coflow channels (©), counterflow
hannels (�), interdigitated channels (×), foam (+).
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Fig. 9. The local current density distribution for the coflow-distributor at the
active layer for different potentials at stoichiometryξ = 3: (a)Ecell = 0.782 V;
(b) Ecell = 0.682 V; (c)Ecell = 0.582 V; (d)Ecell = 0.482 V; (e)Ecell = 0.382 V;
(f) Ecell = 0.282 V.

becomes less depleted of oxygen, and is hence able to sustain
higher current and a more uniform distribution. The paral-
lel channels, run in co- and counterflow, exhibit the highest
deviations at current densities above∼0.4 A cm−2, with the
coflow being the less uniform of the two. At current densities
below 1.5–2 A cm−2, depending on stoichiometry, greatest
uniformity is obtained for the interdigitated design, but the
extent of the non-uniformity increases with the current; ulti-
mately, the foam design gives the greatest uniformity. These
findings are also reflected inFigs. 9–12, where the local cur-
rent density for different cell potentials is given. All distribu-
tors exhibit a more non-uniform current density as the over-
potential is increased, i.e. as the cell voltage decreases. For
coflow (seeFig. 9), the areas under the flow channels can sus-
tain local higher current densities than those under the “rib” of
the bipolar plate, where mass transfer becomes increasingly
limiting with increasing overpotential. The cathode operated
in counterflow behaves similarly (Fig. 10), but delivers a
somewhat higher overall performance, as the counterflow
arrangement allows for exiting air with a lower oxygen con-
centration in one channel to be balanced by incoming fresh air
in the two adjacent channels. For the foam (Fig. 11), the local
current density is a function of the streamwise coordinate
only, although there are minor inlet and exit effects, which
become somewhat more pronounced at higher current densi-
ties. This simplification is attributable to the inherent charac-
t king,
i ising
a digi-
t ise

Fig. 10. The local current density distribution for the counterflow-distributor
at the active layer for different potentials at stoichiometryξ = 3: (a)
Ecell = 0.782 V; (b)Ecell = 0.682 V; (c)Ecell = 0.582 V; (d)Ecell = 0.482 V; (e)
Ecell = 0.382 V; (f)Ecell = 0.282 V.

behaviour for the local current density at higher overpoten-
tials. The overall flow increases for a given stoichiometry
at higher current densities, leading to increased forced con-
vective flow in the porous backing, whence the local current
density becomes more even in the spanwise direction.

F t the
a
(
(

eristic of the foam to cover the surface of the porous bac
n contrast to grooved channels in a bipolar plate compr
lternating regions of channels and ribs. Finally, the inter

ated arrangement (Fig. 12) displays an increasingly spanw
ig. 11. The local current density distribution for the foam distributor a
ctive layer for different potentials at stoichiometryξ = 3: (a)Ecell = 0.782 V;
b) Ecell = 0.682 V; (c)Ecell = 0.582 V; (d)Ecell = 0.482 V; (e)Ecell = 0.382 V;
f) Ecell = 0.282 V.
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Fig. 12. The local current density distribution for the interdigitated flow-
distributor at the active layer for different potentials at stoichiometryξ = 3:
(a)Ecell = 0.782 V; (b)Ecell = 0.682 V; (c)Ecell = 0.582 V; (d)Ecell = 0.482 V.

Keeping the pressure drop,�p (= pin − pout), at a mini-
mum is of interest in terms of reducing operating costs for the
fuel cell, whence a good flow-distributor should be able to
sustain high even current densities, whilst keeping the pres-
sure drop to a minimum. The foam, as shown inFig. 13,
requires the highest pressure drop to drive the flow; this can be
attributed to the rather low permeability chosen for the foam
in this study. An increase in permeability to 10−8 m2 would
lead to a reduction of the pressure drop by approximately two
orders of magnitude, as can be estimated from Darcy’s law.
The pressure drop for the interdigitated distributor is higher
than for the coflow and counterflow, which is to be expected
since the flow is being forcibly driven through the porous
backing, in this study with a permeability of 10−12 m2. The
lowest pressure drops are obtained with the parallel chan-
nels, with no discernible difference in the magnitude of the
pressure drop between the two.

F -
e
t

Fig. 14. Obtained inlet velocity,Uin, for the different flow-distributors at
stoichiometryξ = 1.5, 3, 5: coflow channels (©), counterflow channels (�),
interdigitated channels (×), foam (+).

Since we do not specify the inlet velocity, but rather iterate
on it to obtain a given stoichiometry for a specified cell poten-
tial, it is of interest to see how the inlet velocity changes with
current density and stoichiometry; this is shown inFig. 14.
The inlet velocity is almost proportional to the average cur-
rent density, and only starts to deviate from linear when the
density at the inlet changes due to the pressure drop obtained.
The reason why the inlet velocities for the interdigitated chan-
nels are higher is because the inlet area is half as large as for
the other flow-distributors.

5. Conclusions

A study of different flow-distributors, based on a gas-phase
model for mass, momentum and species transport in the cath-
ode of a PEM fuel cell, has been considered. Special attention
was given to the treatment of the active layer, for which an
agglomerate model developed previously[20] was used. The
numerical code used was verified with an analytical solution,
also developed previously[3]. The novel features of this study
are: (1) a direct quantitative comparison of the performance of
different flow-distributors and (2) the use of a new agglomer-
ate model which agrees well with experimental observations
for a small fuel cell[24]. The complete validation of the gas-
phase model considered here would require more detailed
i ; in
f eg-
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e of
d en-
t age
c cur-
r show
t igh-
ig. 13. Pressure drop,�p, for the different flow-distributors at stoichiom
tryξ = 1.5, 3, 5: coflow channels (©), counterflow channels (�), interdigi-

ated channels (×), foam (+).
nformation about the local current density distribution
uture, this will be obtainable via experiments with a s
ented cell.
The aim of the study was to compare the performanc

ifferent flow-distributors for a given cell at a given pot
ial, in terms of four different quantities: the obtained aver
urrent density, power density, standard deviation of the
ent density distribution and pressure drop. The results
hat the interdigitated flow-distributor can sustain the h
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est current densities, but at a higher pressure drop than the
counterflow and coflow channels. Furthermore, to function
properly, the interdigitated channels would have to be in
contact with the porous backing in such a way that channel-
ing effects are kept at a minimum; given the high velocities
required, even the slightest gap might lead to most of the flow
going through the gap and not through the porous backing,
with a resulting loss of power density. A foam distributor
is able to give the lowest standard deviation for the current
at high current densities, but care should be taken as to its
permeability to avoid an unreasonably high pressure drop.

The present work was limited to gas-phase flow and
isothermal conditions. Future work will seek to carry out a
comparative study that incorporates both the possible produc-
tion of liquid water at the catalytic layer and non-isothermal
effects.
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